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Abstract: Communication, compression of information, transmission of information through noisy1

channels, interconnecting different information systems, cryptography, gate construction —- these2

areas all depend on classical information theory. We show that, in classical terms, semantic aspects3

of communication are not at all irrelevant to the engineering45problem, contrary to Shannon, and4

affect the message intended to be transmitted. This is revisited and captured by an analogy to trust,5

in that they are essential to the channel (for proper use),47but cannot be transferred (under risk of6

flaws) through that same channel. Information is also described by, at least, a tri-state system —7

not by a binary logic. The trust analogy semantics can be coded as the Curry-Howard relationship,8

connecting computer code with structural logic, by way of different categories. Two-state and9

Boolean logic (aka Shannon semantics) was used classically before, with Shannon theory, but10

without trust analogy semantics – found to be a sine qua non condition. This is now familiar11

in classical gate construction with physical systems with, e.g., Verilog and SystemVerilog. The12

applications to computation and quantum theory are further explored, at least dismissing qubits13

and explaining its difficulties in representation. The most fundamental entity in today‘s theory14

of information is proposed to use at least three logical states, not bits, and in all applications,15

including: cyber-physical systems, devices, in computation, and in quantum theory.16

Keywords: communication; information; tri-state, Galois field; quantum; qubit; qutrit; qudit; trust;17

interconnect; out-of-band18

1. Introduction19

In 1948, Claude Shannon published “A Mathematical Theory of Communication"20

[1], where the once fuzzy concept of “information" was proposed in a precise way to21

quantify the fundamental unit of classical information, the bit. This is a binary logic level22

system, following Boolean or classical logic, which carries two possible values, “0" and23

“1".24

25

In its classical realization as a realizable physical system, using early bipolar junction26

transistors representing the bit, which, for example could be imagined to be just a relay, a27

transistor gate, or a mechanical switch, as pioneered by Shannon [1], one builds a system28

which is designed to have two distinguishable states only 1. The Law of the Excluded29

Middle (LEM) applies naturally to such a system, although it does no apply in a logic30

system with three or more logic levels 2
31

32

Shannon did not consider semantics part of the design, writing: “Frequently the mes-33

1 There should be a sufficiently large energy barrier between them to create a “don’t care" region — a region with no spontaneous transition, which
would be evidently detrimental — occurring between the two logical states “0’ and “1", allow for variations in the power supply, and noise pick-up
in the lower level as well as the upper level.

2 LEM says that “For every proposition ‘p‘, either ‘p‘ or ‘not p‘ holds". To many this is a self-evident truth, but only works in a binary logical system,
such as Boolean or classical logic [2].
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sages have meaning; that is they refer to or are correlated according to some system with34

certain physical or conceptual entities. These semantic aspects of communication are35

irrelevant to the engineering problem. The significant aspect is that the actual message is36

one selected from a set of possible messages." [1], ignoring the interconnects, essential37

part of a wider communication system, responsible for the necessary interconnections38

between different systems, heterogeneous and a priori different, with each other locked in39

N intersubjective relationships, mutually and intrinsically incompatible and undefinable,40

standing fixed under rules by different authorities, mechanisms, needs, or purposes —41

that is, by specialization.42

43

But the semantics of a trust system 3, which analogy [4] must be considered part of the44

wider communication system design, as interconnects, even though it must be out-of-45

band on its parts, and must exist under penalty of flaws, as discussed in Section 2.46

47

These semantic aspects of communication are not at all irrelevant to the engineering48

problem, of the message intended to be transmitted, and are captured by an analogy to49

trust (as discussed in Section 2), in that they are essential to the channel (for proper use),50

but cannot be transferred (under risk of flaws) through that same channel [4].51

52

The significant aspect is still that the actual message is one selected from a set of possible53

messages, but that it also is qualified to have the proper meaning. The system must be54

designed to operate for each possible selection — even though the selected message can55

be the same — given a meaning transmitted out-of-band, not just the one which will56

actually be chosen, since this is unknown at the time of design, and can be forced to57

deviate [4].58

59

Trust can also be seen as that which can break one’s system [4].60

61

From this perspective, by believing in a single trusted introducer, a single source of62

information, a single trusted source, one has no correction channel available. One of the63

earliest references [4], however, to this situation as undesirable can be found some five64

hundred years ago in the Hindu governments of the Mogul period, who are known to65

have used at least three parallel reporting channels to survey their provinces with some66

degree of reliability, notwithstanding the additional efforts.67

68

An additional motivation to revisit the Shannon Boolean analogy to communication69

systems in this work, comes from quantum mechanics. The classical system is impor-70

tant in considering the quantum analog, which then must not be a two-state system71

as today, while qubits are still used [5], even though interconnects are mentioned, and72

interconnects are in-band. It should also not be qutrits, or qudits, but a Galois field73

analogy with three or more logical states, as indicated here. The physical representations74

of quantum systems must be similar to the mathematical or computational aspects of75

quantum mechanics, as reviewed here, classically. Future quantum communication76

(and not just for raw computing power but significance) would then need some form77

of quantum equivalence of classical trust [4], for interconnects, and this is expected78

to be done through tri-state or more logical states — in correspondence with classical79

systems. And such is to be unique, as in complex analytic continuation [6], in the sense80

that knowing the value of it in some finite region, uniquely will determine the value at81

every other point. Information processing and communication has classically already82

replaced the Shannon two state Boolean logic with Verilog’s three states (0, 1, Z) and83

3 Trust works in a communication system, as that of which there is no doubt on what one knows in all the predicates of a sentence, as summarized by
Frege [3] — namely in reference (name), sense (meaning), and entity (referent); e.g., that one knows (understands), that one knows (how to use), that
one knows (where to find); see discussion in Section 2.
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semantics of out-of-band interconnects, as further analysed in this work.84

85

Lastly, another motivation for this work is found in CPSs (computer-physical systems),86

as modern robots. Trust is of modern consequence for robots and humans, and can no87

longer be ignored in a CPS, such as in self-driving vehicles, paramedical devices and88

heating strategy in buildings.89

2. Trust analogy in communication90

Trust is the problem. Understanding human trust is exactly what brought us to this91

great CS question in 1997 [7], which can also be marked as the start of CPSs: how can one92

trust a set of bytes? The answer, given here, provided a framework that has been tested93

and has been useful also in the fields of cybersecurity [7] and encryption with the AES94

(Advanced Encryption Standard), where it is particularly useful in translating computer95

data as they are represented in binary forms, using Galois extended fields GF(2m), as96

well-known.97

98

The discussed framework allows one to use the concept of trust in a common heteroge-99

neous environment, comprising humans and machines (CPSs), providing interconnects,100

where trust is understood exactly as what we humans call trust (e.g., as expected ful-101

fillment of behavior) and bridges to machines in terms of qualified information based102

on factors independent of that information. One realizes that trust is essentially com-103

municable, and that is why it can interconnect directly. But trust, as qualified reliance104

on information, needs multiple, independent channels to be communicated. If one has105

two entities (e.g., a client and a server) talking to one another, one has only one channel106

of communication. Clearly, one needs more than two entities. It seems unreasonable to107

require a hundred entities. Looking into millennia of human uses of trust, one realizes108

that one needs no more than four parties, in general, to induce trust (i.e., to communicate109

trust in a “clean slate" scenario): (1-2) the two parties in a dialogue, (3) at least one110

trusted introducer, and (4) at least one trusted witness.111

112

For example, in German the word GIFT means poison, while the same word means113

gift in English. Those are fixed meanings in each culture. The meaning of the message114

cannot thus be ignored, nor can it be transmitted in-band, in the same channel, where it115

could possibly suffer risk under misuse, gaming, error or interference 4. One must be116

absolutely certain about the meaning; no selection by the recipient should be possible,117

no possible gaming or fraud, and any selection can be correlated according to a precise118

system, which uses certain physical or conceptual entities, and no other.119

120

Trusted introducers and trusted witnesses allow one to build two open-ended trust121

chains for every action, the witness chain providing the assurances (“how did we get122

here?") that led to the action (including the action itself) while the introducer chain123

(“where do we go from here?") provides the assurances both for a continuation of that124

action, for record-keeping, and for other actions that may need assurances stemming125

from it. One calls this principle the Trust Induction Principle: to induce trust, every126

action needs both a trusted introducer and a trusted witness, for a total of four parties.127

128

Using Information Theory terminology, this paper defines this notion of trust as [7]:129

130

“Trust is that which is essential to a communication channel but cannot be transferred from131

a source to a destination using that channel."132

133

Here, a well-known theorem of topology [8] says that a generic one-to-one mapping134

4 A similar situation happens between a bank’s front-end office and back-office, where no surveillance of events has led to silent fraud, as well-known.
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between spaces of different dimensionality must be discontinuous, in that a continuous135

path in one space must map into a broken path in the other. The consequences here are136

multiple, and this is being explored. Thus, the mathematical condition seems to imply137

the physical condition, and continuity, denied in one frame, is to be denied in all.138

3. Tri-state versus two-state139

Why does this matter? This work shows that, for the same function, computation140

can be accomplished better by using three logical states, which one can do experimen-141

tally using Verilog and tri-state, in communication systems — not two, not a mixture of142

3 and 2, and not continuous. In an extension, we present theoretical reasons to obtain143

even better results with extended Galois fields GF(3n), using higher forms of three state144

logic, while maintaining a similar idea for the semantics, providing for out-of-band145

interconnects in a trust analogy.146

147

A natural question is whether three-or-more valued logic systems can be embedded in148

a two-valued logical system. The answer is yes, according to this paper and Cobreros149

et. all. [9], but this paper does not stop there. As shown here in systems using Verilog150

versus early bipolar junction transistors [10], this would work at the expense of cost,151

speed, noise rejection and performance. Thus, it is known that scalability suffers with152

two-state.153

154

The main motivations to use tri-state logic, as a ternary logic system, have been with Verilog [10],155

showing large qualitative improvements in computation and scalability, not realizability nor an156

immediate physical need.157

158

As this Section will discuss, tri-state offers more discriminating channels than binary159

logic, allowing a much better resolution of indeterminate contributions, allowing them160

to be much better discriminated for and filtered. In this paradigm, everything helps —161

even noise. The noise is used to highlight the signal, which noise is considered to be too162

valuable to discard, bearing the result of previous processing (and cost).163

164

Tri-state here is understood as:165

1. 3-value logic, or ternary logic, in which there are three truth values indicating true,166

false, and some open-ended third value Z (indeterminate, e.g., as interconnects167

between different systems);168

2. potentially including non-ergodic value variation;169

3. including an open-ended number n of logical states, with n a natural number, using170

extended Galois fields GF(3n), as ramifications and branching out of the first Z171

level (e.g., ambivalent, trivalent, or obscure), without naming them;172

4. both an ontic (i.e., relating to real existence, Natur) and an epistemic (i.e., informa-173

tional, phenomenal, Wirklichkeit) interpretation.174

Contrast with classical sentential or Boolean logic, that we consider has only one “true175

or false” ontic level, leading to two fixed epistemic levels.176

177

To those who question that tri-state would be somehow “illogical" to consider, something178

in-between True and False, as in classical logic, in-between those two apparently tight179

adjacent logic levels — in unpublished notes, before 1910, Charles Sanders Pierce [11],180

however, soundly rejected the idea that all propositions must be either true or false.181

Pierce developed a semantics for what we are calling ternary logic, where the LEM is182

not valid, including some truth tables. A modern treatment can be seen in the results by183

Jones [12].184

185

To implement three state logic and freedom from LEM, a possibility is a conventional186
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tri-state buffer or gate 5, that exhibits three clear output states at a time [10]. But how to187

create a third state, if only two (on or off) seem possible? The answer is given in footnote188

1, as the, at-first, ignored but necessary “don’t care" region.189

190

The two-state logic levels are given below:

Figure 1. Example of two-state levels in a circuit, 0 and 1.
191

offering: (1) a low-level state “0" when the lower transistor in the totem-pole is on and192

the upper transistor is off; and (2) a high-level state “1" when the upper transistor in the193

totem-pole is on and the lower transistor is off.194

195

The solution found for third logic level and implemented in Verilog [10], was to use an196

open circuit state “Z" or high-impedance state, that allows a direct wire connection of197

many outputs to a common line (i.e., a bus), exemplifying a programmable interconnect198

with the ability to move information between different systems that serve distinct tasks,199

which can be seen in the picture Fig.(2), showing the three cases of tri-state Verilog in200

positive logic:

Figure 2. Example of three states logic: 0, 1, Z.
201

Using state Z to interconnect, information technologies, such as buffer or gate circuits, in202

challenge-response systems, can have a semantics [10,13] to connect to different systems,203

avoid race-conditions, handle faults, and maintain a coherent design. These aspects can204

be programmed dynamically at operation time, using tri-state implementations. The205

system uses a trust analogy, already introduced [4], which must operate out-of-band (for206

reasons cited in Section 2).207

208

In classical systems with Verilog tri-state logic versus early bipolar junction transis-209

tors [10] one sees this design, which effectively [10,13] eliminates the Shannon two-state210

logic design [1] experimentally, reduces cost, and speed, improves noise rejection, and211

5 Such as the 74LS241 octal buffer; a tri-state buffer can be thought of as an input controlled switch with an output that can be electronically turned
“ON” or “OFF” by means of an external “Control” or “Enable” additional signal input.
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enhances performance. This work provides the theoretical reasons for such improve-212

ments, relating them to higher logic levels and coherent semantics, which can be useful213

to CPS and quantum computing.214

215

Information processing and communication are now majoritarily described by such216

ternary state systems and coherent bus semantics, driven by the Internet needs not just217

as raw computation but also in representation, in many classical systems such as FPGAs,218

ICs, CPUs, and others, and in multiple applications programmed using Verilog [10,13],219

with Verilog becoming an IEEE standard.220

221

But this has also replaced in the field the Boolean algebra of a two-state system in-222

dicated by Shannon [1], mostly in gate construction with physical systems, with a trust223

analogy semantics (see Section 2) that allows a common bus to carry varying signals, in224

a coherent time. The primary reason, emerging from this Section, seems to be able to225

deal more effectively with noise.226

4. Interconnections227

Communication technology rests on a foundation built of interconnected information-228

processing systems, uniting very different systems that must nonetheless carry a common229

measure. This can be mathematically understood by the Curry-Howard relationship230

[14], a type of “worm hole" that bridges different logical systems, with different codes,231

one to the other, through common categories. The trust analogy (see Section 2), with its232

out-of-band transmission mode [4], is necessary for this function, which requires at least233

three logical states as in Fig.(2), not two as in Fig.(1), for communication.234

235

The Internet has given us much more than a simple means of exchanging information236

worldwide with unprecedented ease, speed, availability and low cost, using two-state237

logic. A critical component of such systems is the “interconnect”, a device or process238

that allows transfer of information between disparate physical media, for example,239

semiconductor electronics, individual atoms, light pulses in optical fibers, satellite com-240

munications, or microwave fields. While interconnects have been well engineered for241

decades in the realm of classical information technology, they present special challenges,242

as they must allow the transfer of fragile states between different physical parts or243

degrees of freedom of the system. The diversity of platforms (TTL, tri-state, fluids,244

mechanical, electromagnetic, optical, etc.) that eventually forms a wider system poses245

additional challenges, reviewed in the last Section. In particular, the interconnection of246

“slow" and “fast" systems, or using online means of communication with varying delays247

and possible faults ocurring at random or actively by an attacker.248

249

The tri-state logic, and each implementation have benefits/drawbacks, however, has250

a more popular application in everyday devices than binary logic, or Shannon mode,251

where one can better see speed plus power savings, whereas with two-states we would252

have one model but sacrifice those benefits. As explained above, any three-valued logic253

system can be embedded in a two-valued logical system.254

255

Yes, if they would be equal, or even equivalent at least, this would happen – and256

tri-state or two-state would be equivalent. But the states are in different dimensions, and257

a continuous path in the higher dimension (tri-state) would necessarily – must – map258

into a discontinuous path in the lower dimension (two-state). This happens due to a259

well-known theorem in topology [8].260

261

This means that everything can be understood as causal with tri-state — even the262

unknown, the noise, in that indeterminacy. Three-valued logic (i.e., tri-state), besides263

contingency, reference failure, and vagueness, have been associated with at least three264
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other phenomena of interest in which the notion of indeterminacy plays a central role —265

namely conditionals, computability, and the semantic paradoxes [9]. Physically, atomic,266

molecular and ionic line formation itself, in matter, has been described, as well-known267

by Max Planck, in terms of three basic processes, namely as absorption, spontaneous268

emission, and stimulated emission — which can be mapped to three logical states by269

polymorphism. Additional processes are possible, considering collective effects, such as270

superradiance (Dicke) and superabsorption, motivating the consideration of more than271

three logical states 6.272

273

The addition of a third truth value in ternary logic leads to a total of 33 = 27 dis-274

tinct operators on a single input value. The same operators with 2 inputs, result in a275

ternary logic with a twenty thousand improvement, offering more than 19K possibilities7,276

compared with only 16 distinct binary-logic operators reachable with 2 inputs. Thus,277

tri-state offers many more discriminating channels for a possible choice, than Boolean278

logic, allowing a better resolution of contributions.279

280

Although, constructionally, one can conclude that a three-state system can always be281

embedded in a two-state system, following also Cobreros et. all. [9], efficiency and282

scalability suffers. This should be even more evident in computing, as more easily283

quantifiable.284

285

Tri-state gates, in the Verilog choice [10,13], eliminate the need for open-collector gates286

in bus configurations, or multiplexers. The Curry–Howard isomorphism [14] then con-287

nects type theory with structural logic, creating a direct relationship between computer288

programs implemented by Verilog and mathematical proofs. A tri-state used for commu-289

nication with Verilog [13] as a computing paradigm, is evidence for an ontic, modal logic290

with three states, as a good model for communication. It is also evidence that a Boolean291

logic system, such as following Shannon, is not sufficient for a communication system.292

293

An important feature of most tri-state gates is that the output enable delay is longer than294

the output disable delay. If a control circuit enables one gate and disables another at295

the same time, the disabled gate enters the high-impedance state before the other gate296

is enabled. This eliminates the situation of both gates being active at the same time.297

There is a very small leakage current associated with the high-impedance condition in a298

tri-state gate. Nevertheless, this current is so small that as many as 100 tri-state outputs299

can be connected together to form a common-bus line.300

301

Three states are needed also in election information systems, to represent the anal-302

ogy of trust [4], not just with on/off bits of signal. See Section 2. Trust is not defined303

based on overly-defined variables, such as employer-employee relationships, beauty,304

power 8, age, authority, or pleasant stance. Here, trust is defined as in Section 2 and [4,7],305

with an Abstract Definition of Trust (ADT). Trust uses a parallel channel for communica-306

tion, as routinely done in two-factor authentication (common today, but non existent307

before the ADT was first formulated, in 1998 [7]).308

309

Not just Boolean logic states are, thus, needed for communication, as one needs e.g.,310

meaning to rely on, e.g., that modern robots are represented as possible, without dis-311

continuity, by humans, and vice versa. This is accomplished by sharing the same ADT,312

not the same information (information is measured by surprise, not by knowledge; false313

information exists [1]).314

6 As allowed by GF(3n), offering 3, 9, 27, ... logical states.
7 i.e., 19683 = 3(3x3)

8 Since the system’s election purpose is often to define who will hold power, it must be impervious to its abuse.
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315

Trust is what gives meaning to information [4], and allows information to be evaluated316

as true or false, or in-between (ambivalent, trivalent, obscure, and son on). For example,317

the same letters used for GIFT can mean “present" or “poison", depending on one’s trust318

on the speaker’s language (English or German). Shannon arguments [1] do not even319

address this discrepancy which does not relate to information “in the wire". See Section 2.320

321

To wit:322

1. The dimensionality of the real world, e.g., as information transfer, seems to be at323

least three (signal on/off and control), so discontinuity is harder to arise, which324

reduces the influence of errors;325

2. the need to represent control (as trust) independently from the on/off signal can326

improve the signal, as well-known from classical systems, e.g., Carlson in [8].327

3. The Einstein A and B coefficients of radiation model, in the Planck expression328

for black-body radiation, are related to the rates of spontaneous emission and329

absorption of light and the stimulated emission of light, all controlled by the330

intensity of light and resulting from coherent superposition as in Eq.(1), including331

in multi-photon pumping [15].332

4. The formation of an atomic spectral line is thereby explained, including coherent333

contributions in providing and using energy [16].334

5. Discussion335

It would be desirable, therefore, to isolate those aspects of the current Information336

Theory that involve two-level logic, and are subject to modification by a more satisfactory337

theory, from aspects that involve only Galois field extended values offering three or338

more logic levels in GF(3n) and are thus relatively more trustworthy.339

340

That seems to be the case of any Information Theory, not just that of Shannon; it seems341

that such theories cannot correctly describe the evolution of a physical system and CPS342

in terms of discrete variables of binary logic, but need richer logic states of dimensions343

three or higher, and coherent semantics providing the interconnects out-of-band, while344

the use of continuity is to continue to be deprecated.345
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